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ICONIC STOP
After a full day of sun, 
fun and surf out in the 
North Shore, locals and 
visitors flock to the  
M. Matsumoto Grocery 
Store where they’ve 
been selling the same 
shave ice for more than 
60 years.  

E KOMO MAI
All are welcome to 
Uncle Clay’s House of 
Pure Aloha. Not only is 
the shave ice delicious, 
the atmosphere makes 
you feel as if you’re a 
long lost relative.  

SMOOTH OPERATOR
Now located in three 
locations on Oahu, 
Waiola Shave Ice’s 
signature smooth-as-
butter shavings keeps 
cult-followers coming 
back for more. If you’re 
a daring eater, try the 
scrumptious azuki bean 
bowl, topped with 
mochi balls.

LET IT SNOW
Perfect after a full day 
of cruising through 
the laid-back beach 
town of Kailua, Island 
Snow whips up the 

delectable dessert 
for hundreds (includ-
ing President Barack 
Obama) of people lined 
up early to get a taste of 
the local treat.    

LIGHT AND FLUFFY 
For a different take on 
shave ice, head over to 
Frost City for its light-
as-air shavings paired 
with a creamy finish. 
Frost City freezes pre-
made flavorings and 
serves up its treats by 
shaving the blocks into 
paper-thin pyramids of 
refreshing goodness. 

 Frozen in Time
Ask any Hawaii resident what childhood snack they recall the most and they’ll likely mention shave ice. 
Named after its literal term of “shaved” pieces of ice that’s packed firmly into a paper cup or a fancy flower 
cup holder, shave ice’s refreshing reputation has steadily kept pace as one of Hawaii’s most favorite snacks. 
From traditional syrup flavors of strawberry or pineapple to extravagant additions of azuki beans or a heap-
ing scoop of custard pudding, Oahu boasts some of the best treats that’s sure to beat the day’s heat.    

For more information: 
wheretraveler.com


